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TRUE COST OF BRITAIN’S NEGATIVE SAVINGS 

The UK loses out on a £2.19 billion economic boost as dormant money stagnates in 
savings accounts   

  
London, UK 22 July, 2013 – Results today show that the UK economy is missing out on 

billions of pounds as British savers continue to invest their money into savings products that 

fail to beat inflation and generate little interest, according to a report from the Centre for 

Economics and Business Research (CEBR) and peer-to-peer lender, Zopa. The report reveals 

that, whilst cautious Britons are savings more than double what they were in the first three 

months of 2009 (households saved £7.1 billion) compared with the same period of 2013 ( 

households saved £18.5 billion), they are now financially worse off. 

  

The CEBR report, commissioned by the UK’s largest peer-to-peer lender Zopa, concluded 

that savers with a median level of £3,500 in a typical cash ISA account would have seen 

interest payments of only £23 last year. Accounting for inflation, the value of these savings 

would have declined by £77, meaning savers would actually be £54 out of pocket. Quite a 

startling prospect when cash ISA’s are one of the most recommended and valued forms of 

saving.  

  

Averting the deficit disaster 

The CEBR report also examined alternative options to get Britain’s savings working harder so 

savers can begin to be smarter with their hard earned money. The report calculates that the 

‘real’ average interest rate (allowing for inflation) for peer-to-peer (P2P) lending in 2012 was 

an estimated 3.4% positive return. Based on the figures above and taking into account 

inflation, P2P would have generated £2.795bn in interest for UK savers or £165.90 per 

median or above household. This alternative way to save was pioneered by Zopa as the 

world’s first P2P lender. P2P lending is growing rapidly thanks to sensible people who are 

smart with their money and willing to lend to responsible borrowers. Zopa savers have lent 

over £335m to people in the UK with over £117m lent in the last 12 months. 

  

It’s little wonder why, when asked, over half (55%) of Britons are worried that low interest 

rates are holding back the economy and nearly two thirds, (61%) believe the government 

should be doing more to get smart savings and loans moving. 

  

http://www.zopa.com/
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Here’s what you could have won 

The £2.19bn economic boost from P2P lending taking into account inflation and the basic 

rate of tax is equivalent to buying the following; 

 131,365 new Ford Focus cars[1]  

 273,750 new kitchens[2]  

 438,000 solar panels[3] 

Equally, the Inland Revenue could have seen a further £0.6bn injected into the Treasury at 

the basic rate of tax, but more importantly savers would have got a better return on their 

money than from a cash ISA even after the tax advantage of the ISA shelter. 

  

Region by region 

Results across the country highlight varying levels of savings. People in Wales had the lowest 

levels as of 2012, with just £1,500. By contrast median households in the East Midlands, 

Greater London and the North West have the highest average savings with £5,500. 

Interestingly, whether savers are at the higher or lower end of the spectrum the rates 

offered by the banks are still the same. 

  

Old ways could spell disaster for unsavvy savers 

Giles Andrews, Zopa CEO and Co-Founder said, “No matter how much money you save, you 

want to get the best return on your money. Whilst alternative ways to save like P2P lending 

are offering better rates to consumers, altering years of consumer financial behaviour, 

where banks are the go-to option will take some time to change. The CEBR findings 

demonstrate that this is not always the best solution and at present many households are 

losing out because banks are not providing competitive savings rates. Our advice would be 

shop around, take a look at alternative options like Zopa and be smart with your money to 

ensure you get the best deal.” 

  

Worryingly, the report found that over a fifth (22%) of Britons actually have no savings at all 

and the median savings for all households under 45 years old (average) is just £1,500. This 

lack of savings points to a potential crisis in future as, households particularly those over 

                                                        
[1]

 http://www.whatcar.com/car-reviews/ford/focus-hatchback/1-6-tdci-115-zetec-5dr/summary/62265 
[2]

 http://www.which.co.uk/home-and-garden/home-improvements/guides/planning-a-kitchen/kitchen-costs/  
  
[3]

 http://www.theecoexperts.co.uk/how-much-do-solar-panels-cost-uk  
  

http://www.whatcar.com/car-reviews/ford/focus-hatchback/1-6-tdci-115-zetec-5dr/summary/62265
http://www.which.co.uk/home-and-garden/home-improvements/guides/planning-a-kitchen/kitchen-costs/
http://www.theecoexperts.co.uk/how-much-do-solar-panels-cost-uk
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under the age of 45, must begin to save more rapidly if they are to avoid a significant fall in 

living standards in old age. 

 

Independent financial analyst, Louise Cooper CFA says "Britons need to make their savings 

work as hard as they do, even more so when money is tight. Peer to peer lending offers a 

real alternative to banks: higher rates for savers and a responsible lending policy for 

borrowers.  If you don't like bankers, why give them your savings?". 

 
Ends. 
  
Press contacts: 
Helena Reid/Hannah Warmington, Brands2Life  
zopa@brands2life.com  
0207 592 1200 
 
About Zopa 
Zopa is the UK’s leading peer-to-peer lending company - bypassing banks and their high charges to 
put more back into the pockets of the UK’s savers and borrowers. Zopa matches smart borrowers 
looking for lower-rate loans with savers looking for higher interest.  Since Zopa was founded in 2005, 
it has arranged more than £330 million in peer-to-peer loans and has been voted ‘Most Trusted 
Personal Loan Provider’ in the Moneywise Customer Awards for the past four years. Zopa has over 
41,000 active savers lending between £10 and £1 million and has a lower default rate on loans than 
the banks 
 

 

Data sheet 
 CEBR data states – In 2012 the median household held £3,500 worth of savings and 

investments 
o “Savings” includes all savings by household members in banks and building 

society savings accounts and bonds, stocks and shares, ISAs, child trust funds, 
NS&I accounts/bonds and premium bonds, but not pension savings.  

 

 CEBR data states – 26.4 million households in the UK 
 

 CEBR data states - P2P returns have averaged 6.5% per annum over 2011-13. This has 
markedly outperformed the returns associated with cash ISA deposits, which have 
averaged only 0.6% over the same period. The real interest rate for P2P accounts in 
2012 is estimated to have been on average +3.4% 
 

 CEBR data states – 22% of people have no savings 
 

 CEBR data states - estimates that a household with the median level of savings in 2012 - 
£3,500 – would have typically seen interest payments totalling just £23 in that year if 
held in a branch-based cash ISA account with no unconditional bonuses. 
 

 CEBR data states - once you account for inflation the value of these savings would have 
declined by £77 in 2012 prices.  

mailto:zopa@brands2life.com
http://www.zopa.com/
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o In May 2013, annual CPI inflation stood at 2.7% while the average annual return 
on a branch-based cash ISA (excluding unconditional bonuses) stood at 0.5%, 
implying a real interest rate of -2.2%. In contrast the real interest rate in the 
same month of 2007 was +2.5%  
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